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We were very pleased to learn that John Aitken, who has taken over responsibility for the production 
of Australian Plants, has decided to approach study groups for material. We have long thought that 
many of the interesting articles prepared by our members deserved a wider audience. He has 
approached Margaret Bradhurst to co-ordinate an edition on orchids and, judging from the outline she 
has given us, this will be exciting production to look forward to. The magazine is still running a few 
issues late, but if John can get others like Margaret to co-ordinate an issue for him, it won't be long 
before everything is up to date again. 

FAITH, DISAPPOINTMENT, AND FULFILLED PROPHECY Donald Lawie 

Each year of the last six, the Cairns and Tablelands branches of-thc Society-for~Growing ~ -- - - 

Australian Plants have travelled to Cooktown on a June weekend to work in the Cooktown Botanic 
Gardens. We've had as many as 25 starters on occasion. We usually stay in a caravan park. Our 
volunteers include keen and knowledgeable gardeners and professional botanists with a passion for 
native plants. We all share an interest in Cooktown's heritage gardens and contribute a wide range of 
expertise to assist the Gardens' staff. 

The Gardens were established in the town's boom years towards the end of the 19th century, and 
when the town declined in the 20th century so did the Gardens. Eventually they became overgrown by 
native vegetation and also by some of the exotic plants put there by the Plant Acclimatisation Society, 
planted "to determine whether they would thrive in that climate". Alas, some did, and much of the 
outer terraces are still shrouded by Albizzia trees in all stages of growth. 

In 1986, the above two SGAP branches took an interest in the Gardens, travelled north, and 
helped in the recovery. An SGAP garden was established, comprising exclusively native plants of the 
area, and a Banks and Solander Garden to contain living specimens of the plants collected by Banks 
and Solander during Cook's stay at the Endeavour River in June 1770. 

Interest lapsed, and was revived early in the 2 1 st century. We cleared the SGAP and the 
Banks and Solander gardens, did other maintenance jobs, fenced "our" gardens against rapacious 
wallabies, and each year brought up, and planted, a selection of appropriately-provenanced native 
plants - all at the direction of Gardens Management. 

In spite of its name, the Cooktown Orchid does not occur in Cooktown. However, most people 
who visit the town, and who know that the Cooktown Orchid is our State's floral emblem, are very 
keen to see this beautihl orchid. In fact, several people have gone to great lengths in an endeavour to 
have the orchid propagated in the Gardens, for plants to be available to the public, and to make some 
always welcome revenue for the Gardens. 

Two years ago, our Branches jointly purchased a number of small Cooktown orchids, legally 
grown from nursery stock. Members grew them on and last year we installed about 30 of them in 
various trees throughout the Gardens. Locals prophesied "They'll all be stolen". We replied that you 
must have Faith in people. 
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On 4 February 2009, the following Letter to the Editor written by Sandy Lloyd, who operates 
the eatery at the Gardens, appeared in Cooktown Local News: 

"Unfortunately for Cooktown residents and visitors who enjoy our garden, some greedy 
people think that it is all right to take plants from our Botanic Gardens -but it is Stealing!! The 
Gardens are there for the enjoyment and appreciation of all people and you come like a thief in the 
night and take what is not yours. The Society for Growing Australian Plants visits our Botanic 
Gardens every year in June to work in the Gardens and bring us valuable plants. One of the plants 
they donated last June was a Cooktown Orchid. This little plant flowered last week - amazing, as it 
wasn't the right time - and then it was stolen last weekend, as was a Dusky Swamp Orchid, and 
others. 

"This is heartbreaking for those of us who care, and for the garden staff who keep the Gardens 
looking good for you, and especially the Cooktown Orchid, our State Symbol. There used to be 
Cooktown Orchids growing naturally everywhere but now, because of greedy people like you there are 
none to be seen around Cooktown. Shame on you." 

Needless to say, we are all disappointed, but we still have faith, and hope that the rest of our 
precious plants remain in situ; we look forward to viewing them in June this year. 

More on the Cooktown Orchid from Pauline: 

Among my Christmas goodies was a book called Clearings, Six Colonial Gardeners and 7;Cleir. 
Landscapes. The first gardener profiled is Sir William Macarthur, dubbed The Colonial Grandee. It 
appears that the enterprising Macarthur had a rather profitable business arrangement with The 
Veitches, commencing with James Veitch, followed in turn by James's son, John Gould Veitch, John's 
brother, Harry Veitch, and their cousin Peter Veitch. 

The story takes all the twists and turns, the skulduggery and half truths so oRen recorded in the 
history of plant collectors. A mention is made of an orchid collected in New Guinea by Sir William's 
gardener, Mr. Reedy, which was identified by Ferdinand von Mueller as Dendrobium sumneri (also 
known as Dendrobium Phalaenopsis). This book does not say who first collected Dend'obium 
bigibbzcnz, but it does reveal that among Macarthur's papers in the Mitchell Library is a letter to him 
from Peter Veitch, dated 3 October, 1876, ordering a large consignment of Der~drobizcm bigibbum and 
D surnrreri - 'a thousand of each kind to commence with'. 

In 1877 Harry Veitch "auctioned a new orchid, the purple-flowering De~zdrobium superbiens, 
which Professor Reichenbach had described as 'a most striking novelty', 'easily distinguished' from 
the more common Dendrobizrm bigibbunz." Later that year D bigibbzrnz was describes as 'a drug on 
the market' as buyers lost interest and another firm was selling D superbie~zs. 

It appears that nothing much has changed over the past 130 years. The Veitches 
correspondence with Sir William Macarthur concluded with Peter Veitch declaring "Sydney gardeners 
are great thieves". 

The great shame is, the other thing which has not changed is that the vast majority of the traded 
and stolen orchids would have perished, and still do. 
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CAPTAIN COOK, SCURVY AND CONSUMPTION OF ORCHIDS Don Lawie 

Cook's voyage which commenced in 1768 was notable for many things, one of the most 
newsworthy at the time being that none of his crew suffered from scurvy, the seemingly inevitable 
accompaniment of long distance sailing. This was no coincidence since Cook was keenly interested in 
preserving the health of his crew. With the assistance of the Admiralty's Victualling Board he loaded 
a variety of anti-scorbutic provisions which were carehlly served to the crew. One item was 
sauerkraut, which was detested by the seamen until the officers ate it up and declared it to be "capital 
stuff '. 

Of interest to us though was an item called "Saloup". Forty pounds of Saloup were loaded, to 
be used in the anti-scurvy endeavours. Saloup was at the time "a powdered root of an orchis from 
Turkey, which, made into broth, was a favourire dish of the working class of the eigl~teentll century. It 
is apparently still sold in Eastern Bazaars. Modern opinion is that it has no medicinal valuc." 

D J Wabbertey's The Pltrr~l Book (Cambridge University Press 1997): "salep: Dried starchy 
tubers of various orchids formerly used in cookir~g and medicine, esp. from spp. of E~rfc~j~I.~icr, 
Dc,rcfy/or.hizo m I  Ol.chis. " 

Collins English Dictionary. 1994: "salep: the dried ground starchy tubers of various orchids, 
used for food and formerly as drugs.. .from Arabic Sahlab, shortened from khz~sy ath-fha 'lab literally, 
fox's testicles". 

The three orchid genera used to produce salouptsalep are related terrestrials with species 
occurring in a wide belt from Korea to Central Europe. Flowering time is generally spring to early 
summer and a11 produce tubers of various shapes which have given rise to the plants' fanciful names. 
I'lrcJ~i,~ with its rounded, paired tubers gave rise to the name of the entire family Orchidaceae, while 
Dactylorhiza literally means "finger-shaped root". One species of Ezllophia occurs in Australia and 
we were privileged to view it in flower, on the Atlierton Tablelands, some years ago, little knowing 
that there was a tenuous connectiorz between this rare and elusive phnt and Captain Cook. 

I spent some time in Istanbul's Spice Market last year but at the time had not heard of Salep. 
Another victualling item loaded aboard the Endeavour was "One Hundred Gallons of Arrack". I did 
try this item in Turkey though in much smaller quantity and am pleased to report that I suffered no 
symptoms of scurvy.. . 

(A report from Mary Gandini of the habitat extension and a photograph of Eclophia zollingeri appear 
in Study Group News 58) 

ORCHIDS IN SINGAPORE 

I travelled to Turkey in October last year and spent 12 days walking the battlefields of the Gallipoli 
Peninsula, where my father fought as a Digger in the 1 st AIF in 19 15. I changed planes at Singapore 
and had some hours to explore the wonderful new Changi Airport. It is a vast place with the various 
terminals connected by an efficient internal train. On a transit through Singapore 11 years ago I had 
been impressed by the masses of sofi-cane Dendrobium orchids growing in pots and flowering in 
prohsion. The new airport makes the previous display look like kid's stuff I wrote in my trip 
journal: "The orchid and fern displays are amazing." 
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I took a few photos and made some notes; all the orchids are of course exotic (to us) hybrids, 
and are actually growing in a very big display. Dendrobium, Phalaenopsis, Oncidium (thousands of 
flowers), Aranda, Vanda, Rhynchostylis, Renantanda, and others on drift and petrified wood. The fern 
forest nearby had living Dicksonia antarctica aplenty that I estimated to be 5 metres high and .5m 
across, plus Cyathea, Angiopteris, Nephrolepis that I could identify and some Anthurium ground cover 
among smaller ferns. Stunning! 

THREATENED ORCHIDS Don and Pauline Lawie 

Study Group members will be aware that Kate Vlcek is Threatened Species Project Officer 
with the Department of Sustainability and Environment in Victoria, and a very dedicated officer she is. 
In that capacity she has in past years organised what has started to be known as the National Orchid 
Conservation Conference. Although it is Victoria dominated, they have speakers from every state and 
territory except Queensland. Kate is very keen to get some representation from Queensland and a few 
people have suggested it might be an idea for her to establish a threatened orchid recovery program 
and network in Queensland, similar the one they use in Victoria. "Our model is proving more effective 
every year," Kate tells us; she would like help from the Study Group. 

One of our Cairns SGAP members is the Environmental Officer of the Cairns Regional 
Council and he provided me with a list of the presumed extinct, endangered, vulnerable and rare 
orchids in this area, which covers the coastal strip from south of the Russell River to the Bloomfield in 
the north. We also spoke to orchid experts who have good knowledge of the situation on Cape York. 
There is a consensus that coordinated work on threatened orchid species in this area of Queensland 
would be nigh on impossible to organise for anything but a well resourced Government Department. 
What works with terrestrial species in fairly well populated areas cannot translate to epiphytes and 
large tracts of National Park and World Heritage. There are two threats to native orchids - collection 
and destruction of habitat. 

Habitat destruction illustrated by Don: Plants that grow high in the giant trees of a tropical 
rainforest may seem to be in an unassailable position, but man, with his chainsaw and his 
unquenchable thirst for land to farm and to dwell on, is continuing to destroy plants that may not yet 
have been discovered. My father had a sugar cane farm on the banks of the Mulgrave River, south of 
Cairns, which included a large shallow swamp adjoining the river (where my brother and I caught 
barramundi and dodged crocodiles) and about 200 acres of untouched lowland tropical rainforest. I 
can remember seeing weird and colourhl flowers growing on the trees and vines, always high up and 
out of reach. The trees in the draught-horse paddock always had a few "golden7' and "pencil" orchids 
which we admired as just another part of the landscape. We were blessed beyond our comprehension. 

In the late 1950s when the farm was sold the new owners were Progressives; they filled in the 
swamp, cleared the "scrub" and grew marvellous crops of cane. The trees and accompanying plants 
were all destroyed including, reportedly, an aboriginal bora ring hidden deep in the forest. We will 
never know, and cannot even guess, what orchids may have been destroyed in that Progress. 

Other habitat destroyers are: 

Fire - used so persistently by National Parks it is no longer a tool but a weapon; 
frequent fires kill. 

Animals - feral pigs dig up and eat orchid tubers. Native wallabies, paddymelons, etc. 
eat the foliage. 
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Weeds - the plants which respond best to fire, and also to any disturbance of the 
ground, colonise the disturbed areas and their seeds lodge in rock crevices and 
even on tree trunks where orchids could grow. 

Pauline and I now live not far from my parents' farm, just two hundred metres back from the 
Russell River, a short, sometimes turbulent stream that flows from the highest mountain in Queensland 
to the sea about five kilometres downstream from our place. A wide variety of epiphytic orchids still 
abounds in the rainforest which lines the banks and overhangs the water. One of life's simple 
pleasures was for us to row our little boat up or downstream, depending on which way the tide was 
flowing, and then drift back home with the current, steering under the overhang to discover treasures 
large and small. 

Occasional fishermen, both amateur and professional, roar up and down the river, at speeds 
that will never allow them to see the wonders that they are passing by, even were they to recognise 
them as such when their minds are concentrated on the fabulous barramundi. Even fishermen are 
susceptible to beauty, and a former glory of the Russell and associated rivers is now rarely to be seen. 
Dendrobium nindii, first discovered by a Mr Nind during the first exploration by Europeans in the 
Johnstone River a little south of the Russell, was so beautiful that all who saw it had to take it. There 
are still some to be found, cowering high in the trees back from the water instead of brazenly 
displaying their charms for all passers-by to admire. The conservation status of this species was listed 
as "vulnerable" in 1992, due to reckless collection and habitat destruction, and that status would be 
even more perilous today. 

The twin terrors of collection and habitat destruction are still the major threats to orchids in the 
wild, both terrestrial and epiphytic. Dendrobium fellowsii is a pretty epiphyte that occurs in upland 
sclerophyll forest in the Townsville - Herberton area. It, like Dendrobizrrn nindii, has specialised 
requirements for growth and rarely survives for long out of its preferred habitat. Most specimens 
found today grow well up tree trunks, where ground fires and predating humans cannot reach them. 
They didn't always do so, nor do they in a spot that we know well. There, the ground under the open 
forest is very rocky and only allows of a meagre covering of light grass which gives little support to 
any passing fires. Dendrobium fello~~sii here grows within easy reach of a camera lens and, although 
close to a major road, it is in such a place that few people desire to pause there. 

Interestingly, another rare and beautiful orchid is found in prohsion on the ground in this same 
area. The terrestrial Dipodium enslfolium thrives in this terrain. These two orchids, in this little dry 
Eden, are under threat of expansion of the noxious introduced weed Lantana camara which is capable 
of displacing the native grasses, growing to a height of up to two metres and then, sooner or later, 
being burnt. This will result in a very hot, lingering fire which will destroy the Dipodium tubers, 
irrevocably damage the trees and also kill any low-growing D fellotvsii. Constant vigilance is 
required, but since the place is over 100 km from home there is little we can do. 

Lantana is just one of the many plants that were originally brought to Australia for use as 
garden ornamentals and which adapted far too well and escaped, never to be recaptured. A similar 
story applies to the domestic pig, the presence of which is traditionally blamed on Captain Cook who 
allegedly allowed some to escape while he was camped at Endeavour River in 1770. My feeling is 
that the pig was a valuable item of commerce in New Guinea long before 1770 and it is a certainty that 
the New Guineans traded with the Australian peoples. Their trade items must have included pigs. 

Regardless of the source, the feral pig population is estimated to be in the millions today. They 
cause untold destruction (including in our backyard which merges into the rainforest) and they are a 
threat to any susceptible terrestrial orchids. One of these is Gastrodia qz~eenslandica which is found 
only from the Russell River north to central Cape York Peninsula. This cryptic orchid spends most of 
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its life underground, emerging only to flower and fruit before withdrawing. Its occurrence is sporadic, 
and we are yet to see one even though their presence has been reported in our vicinity - ironically, by 
pig-hunters. Lowland rainforest is Gastrodza's preferred habitat and it is also happy hunting ground 
for wild pigs. 

This somewhat rambling dissertation on what I know to be threats to some of the orchids with 
which I am familiar, the basic threats - habitat destruction, fire, animal predation and weed growth - 
are common to all of Australia. Declaration of National Parks should alleviate many of these, but the 
tasks of policing and caring for the plants in National Parks seems to be beyond the ability of those 
bodies whose duty it is. That leaves it up to those of us who care, to do what we can. In the words of 
a poem that I learnt as a small boy: "What can a little chap do? He can fight for what's right with all 
of his might. That's what a little chap can do" . 

THIS NEWSLETTER REFLECTS THE FACT THAT THERE HAS BEEN NO MEMBER INPUT 


